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SIMPLE IS BETTER – ISSUE -5 – TEMPTATION OF SPENDING  
 

This time I come up with my 5th issue on mid-month due to few most money spending days of the month. ;-) In 

My 5th issue, I am going to discuss regarding our temptation for spending money. In all my previous issues, I 

discussed regarding savings, investing and growing our investment for creating wealth. But for creating wealth, 

we must have to make savings and need to transform those savings into an investment. 

But is this process of controlling our emotions is as simple as it seems?  

According to me, this process of control on our temptation is much difficult and need our constant efforts. 

Many a times our emotions works as an obstacle for saving money from our income. Our emotions always 

attracted towards spending money for the things what we like and always provide us some excuses for spending 

money.  

As we all know that 8 days of February month are very expensive and also creates temptations for many of us to 

spend money.  

One of my friends has discussed his spending during these 8 days of February (Rose day to Valentine day) and 

from that discussion, I got an idea for writing on this issue.  

Let me try to explain this temptation in detail. So, that we can easily able to understand that how our temptation 

works as an obstacle for us. 

Start of these expensive days – 

7th February – Rose Day 
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8th February – Propose Day (Card + Ice Cream) 

 

9th February – Chocolate Day (Cannot dare to gift cheap price chocolate ;-)) 

 

10th February – Teddy Day (Whenever I checked for good teddy for quoting an example for this article, I found 

its all sold out) 
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11th February – Promise Day 

We need to go out for dinner and which cost approximately around Rs.150-200. 

12th February – Hug Day 

We have to hug after applying a DEO so the cost of deo is around Rs.150-250. 

13th February – Kiss Day 

SPRAY MINT before kissing. So again, costing would be around Rs.150-200. 

And last most expensive day of the week ---  

14th February – Valentine’s Day 

 

If we count the cost for each day as per Whatsapp messages, then it would be around Rs.3600 and that may 

differ from person to person.  

These are not only days but there are many such events where many of us are spending money. We can save 

money for such events and creates wealth, but it’s not as easy as we think. 

One of my friends has made a plan to watch a live concert of Arijit Singh and as per his income, it can be expensive. 

Many of us are already living very luxurious lifestyle and they need to take borrowed money from other friends 

for such expenses. So, borrowed money spoil savings of other months also. Such cycle keeps moving continuously 

and we cannot able to save money for the future.  

E-commerce sites such as Amazon, Flipkart also knows that people tend to spend money during these days. And 

so, that they provide lucrative offers during these days. 
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If we keep the focus on our ultimate goal of savings and investing, then only we can able to create wealth.  

We should keep the focus on never taking debt for such leisure activities. And rather than debt should focus on 

savings. Investing money for our goal can provide us good health in the future and that also able to secure our 

future life. 

The future is very uncertain in nature. If we do not make an investment for our future life, then there are 

possibilities of spoiled out our future.  

If we don't want to stay dependent on others in our future, then we must have to control our emotions and 

temptation for spending money.  

 

(Source: http://www.wealthforumezine.net/EquityInsightsAP020316.html#.WKCTrYF97IU) 

If we consider an Equity as a 3rd child, then we should consider an investment as a lifelong partner. 

Controlling our emotion is not an easier task. I can quote my own example. I love to use latest gadgets a lot and 

I used to spend money for it in my past; but as I come to know about investment for our future life. I started 

controlling my temptation of purchasing the latest gadgets for myself. Whereas a few of my friends changes their 

smartphones very quickly, also buy other expensive gadgets without any need of it.  
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I have experienced that whenever we are in a trouble than our savings and investment only can able to help us. 

So, that we should always think about it before making any spending.  

If we always stay with our lifelong partner (Investing) then our lifelong partner (Investing) always stay with us 

in our bad time. 
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 Becoming Warren Buffett 2017 (HBO Documentary Films) 

 Radhakishan Damani - The Founder & Promoter of Dmart 

My Popular articles 

 WHAT IS ROE (RETURN ON EQUITY)? AND WHY ALWAYS CONSIDER DEBT WHEN CALCULATING ROE?  

 WHY CONSIDERING ROCE (RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED) WITH ROE (RETURN ON EQUITY) IS 

BETTER???? 

 SIMPLE IS BETTER – ISSUE -4 – MR. EMI V/S MR. SIP 

Simple is Better Series  

Issue - 1 Issue - 2 Issue - 3 Issue - 4 
 

Disclaimer 

Above article is just my perception, and perception can be wrong. For me, my perception can be right but for 

others, it might be wrong.  
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